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Abstract: Sediment oxygen demand (SOD) contributes immensely to hypolimnetic oxygen depletion. SOD rates thus play a key role in aquatic ecosystems’ health predictions. These rates, however, can be very expensive to sample. Moreover, determination of SOD rates by sediment diagenesis modeling may require very large datasets, or may not be easily adapted to complex aquatic systems. Water quality modeling for northern aquatic systems is emerging and little is known about the seasonal trends of SOD rates for complex aquatic systems. In this study, the seasonal trend of SOD rates for a northern chained river-lake system has been assessed through the calibration of a water quality model. Model calibration and validation showed good agreement with field measurements. Results of the study show that, in the riverine section, SOD\textsubscript{20} rates decreased from 1.9 to 0.79 g/m\textsuperscript{2}/day as urban effluent traveled along the river while a SOD\textsubscript{20} rate of 2.2 g/m\textsuperscript{2}/day was observed in the lakes. Seasonally, the SOD\textsubscript{20} rates in summer were three times higher than those in winter for both river and lakes. The results of the study provide insights to the seasonal trend of SOD rates especially for northern rivers and lakes and can, thus, be useful for more complex water quality modeling studies in the region.
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1. Introduction

Oxygen depletion in aquatic ecosystems has received much attention in the world. The importance of sediments in oxygen depletion have been well studied by many authors [1,2]. Oxidation (aerobic decomposition) of settled organic materials and the anaerobic respiration of invertebrates in sediments have been found to consume a large percentage of water column oxygen in surface water bodies [3,4]. Oxygen is used during the decomposition of organic matter by microorganisms and as it reacts with the by-products of respiration. The stabilization of organic material by organisms (e.g., bacteria) can exert high oxygen demand in sediments. High benthic oxygen demand can also result from high primary production by benthic algae (periphyton). Oxygen is consumed when algae respires in the night and it is produced during photosynthesis in the day. Studies by authors [5,6] indicated that oxygen demand by sediments was the major source of water column oxygen depletion. Benthic deposits usually originate from surface runoff, wastewater effluents, and aquatic conditions [7–9]. Once at the receiving surface water, the deposits are transported from these allochthonous materials through the water column to the river bed. The deposits could also be generated from autochthonous materials as aquatic plants and phytoplankton die off [10,11]. Extremely low levels of oxygen (below 2–3 mg/L) in aquatic systems may lead to dead zones [12], and flora and fauna death. The rate at which water column oxygen is removed during the decomposition of organic
matter and respiration of organisms in stream or lake bed sediments is known as sediment oxygen demand (SOD) [13–15].

SOD is influenced by temperature, velocity of water flow, residence time, and sediment composition [16]. An increase in water temperature accelerates, for example, the rate at which benthic bacteria respire, which elevates the SOD rate. Investigations by [17] show that a 10 °C rise in temperature doubled biological activities in sediments. MacPherson et al. [7] also found that SOD rate positively correlates with temperature. At low velocity (<10 cm/s), the SOD rate has been found to increase, but it decreases at higher velocity [18]. Since SOD plays a key role in the dissolved oxygen balance of surface water bodies at the sediment-water interface, determining its value in water quality modeling is paramount to the overall prediction of the health of aquatic ecosystems.

SOD can be estimated by in situ and laboratory measurements, sediment diagenesis modeling or through water quality model calibration. Liu and Chen [19] conducted SOD measurements along the Xindian River of Northern Taiwan for the purpose of water quality modeling. The authors found that SOD rates were directly proportional to the river discharge—higher discharge resulted in lower SOD rates. SOD rates at 20 °C ranged from 0.367 to 1.246 g/m²/day. In the study by [15], the profile method was used to measure SOD rates in the Millstone River, Georgia. SOD ranged from 0.5 to 2.2 g/m²/day. Caldwell and Doyle [20] also conducted in situ SOD measurements along a river using SOD chambers. The measured SOD rates corrected to a temperature of 20 °C ranged from 1.3 to 4.1 g/m²/day. Several sediment diagenesis models have been built since 1996 to estimate the chemical concentrations and reaction rates often lacking from in-situ or laboratory measurements [21]. The study by [22] used a sediment diagenesis model to illustrate the influence of resuspension on the water column, and oxidation and denitrification in sediments. Sohma et al. [23–25] assessed the effect of water column anoxic fluctuations on sediment using a three-dimensional sediment diagenesis model. Calibrating the zero order SOD rate of a water quality model is another approach used to estimate SOD rate. Gualtieri [26] assessed SOD rates of a river by calibrating a water quality model within the minimum and maximum values of reported SOD rates. The author found the influence of SOD on dissolved oxygen to be substantial at effluent outfalls.

Estimating SOD by measurement techniques can become expensive due to the spatial and seasonal variation of SOD. In most surface water systems, SOD rate varies considerably, spatially, and seasonally, due to varying sediment composition. Spatially, the rate of deposition, physical, and chemical composition of sediment beds which affect oxygen consumption for rivers and lakes are substantially different. Steep sections of a river will have more boulder or cobble deposition and fine sediments (silt or clay) settle in low-velocity reaches, and for lakes, cobbles and pebbles settle at the inlet (as the current of a river slows down due to resistance from the rather still body of water in the lake); beyond the inlet and up to obstructing structures, sand, silt, and clay are, respectively, deposited as the current becomes very slow. These different sediment beds result in different SOD rates [27]. Seasonal variation of temperature impacts the composition of benthic and microbial communities, which influences the rate of SOD. Biological and chemical reactions in sediments are also elevated with temperature rise. As a result of these variations, often a large number of measurements are required to fully characterize SOD dynamics. In addition to the different SOD configurations and seasonal variation of temperature, it is often challenging to relate measurements to external loads. Sediment diagenesis models have been developed to handle the biogeochemical reactions that occur at the water column-sediment interface. The models are, however, complex and not easily adaptable to solve site-specific issues, such as complex river systems with varying sediment configurations. In addition, a large amount of data is needed to accurately drive these models, which might not be easily available [28,29]. Except in the case of special studies, SOD data for modeling purposes are not routinely collected [30].

In this paper, the seasonal variation of SOD for a prairie chained river-lake system is examined using the Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program (WASP 7.52) (Athens, GA, USA). Under-ice surface water quality modeling is emerging in the northern climate regions, but not much is
known about the seasonal trends of SOD, especially for a complex system like chained river-lakes. One objective of the study is to examine the seasonal trend of SOD through an accurate but inexpensive modeling approach. Another objective is to determine the variation of SOD between the river and lake parts of the system. The estimated SOD values from this study will be used to set up an advanced eutrophication model in the future.

For a complex aquatic ecosystem, constraining processes and calibrating the water quality and transport modules of a low complexity water quality model provide a reasonable SOD estimate for water quality models [31]. At a low water quality model complexity, like the Streeter and Phelps dissolved oxygen balance, other process parameters are constrained, allowing models to be properly calibrated to few parameters. Building a model by gradually adding complexity is a strategy adopted by some modelers [32]. Complex models increase the number of processes being modeled, the output variables, and parameters [32]. Apart from the uncertainties associated with the model structure (as not all physical processes might be adequately represented, or even included) and forcings in a complex model, calibrating to optimum parameters, is often difficult in the face of sparse input data, as is common at most sites. According to [33], building complex models should be accompanied by a corresponding incorporation of relevant model observations. This paper adopts a slightly modified form of the Streeter and Phelps dissolved oxygen balance model, to estimate the SOD rates. All other water quality processes including reaeration are constrained.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Overview of Study Area

The study area is the Qu’Appelle River (QR) watershed, which extends eastward from Lake Diefenbaker in Saskatchewan to the Assiniboine River in Manitoba, Canada. Mainstay economic activities within the basin are agriculture (over 75% of total catchment area), fertilizer industries, underground and solution potash mines, oil refineries, and commercial fisheries. This study focused on the central lower half of the QR from the confluence of QR and Wascana Creek to Katepwa Lake (Figure 1). This section of the QR is a chained river-lake system, including four hypereutrophic lakes [34]: Pasqua, Echo, Mission, and Katepwa and an off-channel lake, Last Mountain Lake. A concrete control structure with timber stop-logs and lift gate on Echo Lake are used to regulate the water levels at Pasqua and Echo Lakes for recreational purposes. Water levels at Mission and Katepwa Lakes are maintained for commercial fishing by the regulation of a control structure at Katepwa Lake. The in-stream lakes have an average residence time of approximately nine days. Within the watershed two cities, Moose Jaw and Regina, release treated wastewater effluent into the river upstream of the lakes [34,35]. Tributaries from west to east include Wascana Creek, Last Mountain Creek, Loon Creek, Jumping Deer Creek, and Echo Creek. During floods, backflow from the Qu’Appelle is diverted through Last Mountain Creek into Last Mountain Lake. Echo Lake, Katepwa Lake, and Last Mountain Creek at Craven are equipped with control structures to regulate lake levels and to maintain environmental flow within the QR system.

The temperature in the region ranges from a mean of −16 °C in the winter to a mean of 19 °C in the summer. Mean annual potential evapotranspiration (600 mm) is twice the precipitation [35].

The Qu’Appelle River discharge is modified by interbasin transfer from the South Saskatchewan River. The flow regime depicts the characteristics of a typical prairie river and lake drainage setting (Figure 2). At the Water Survey of Canada (WSC) hydrometric station 05F001, Lumsden, the monthly mean discharge below 4.29 m³/s occurs during the winter (November to March). During the spring, (March to April), monthly mean discharge increases sharply to 24.28 m³/s as a result of snowmelt. Discharge then decreases sharply until August and then levels off for the rest of the season.

During the winter season (November to March), the QR system is typically covered with ice and snow. Construction of the Qu’Appelle Dam was completed in 1967. Ice freeze-up and break-up
conditions after the dam construction for the period 1970 to 2010 at WSC station 05JG006 is shown in Figure 3. The graph shows a steady increase to a late freeze-up and early break-up conditions.

2.2. Model Setup

The seasonal variation of sediment oxygen demand for the chained river-lake system of Qu’Appelle River valley was assessed using the Water Quality Analysis Simulation Program 7.52 (WASP) (Athens, GA, USA). The WASP program dynamically models the water column and underlying benthos of aquatic systems including rivers, lakes, estuaries and coastal water bodies. The program is used to simulate conventional and toxic water pollution problems based on the principles of
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. Model development includes discretizing the surface water network into one, two or three-dimensional segments and defining model boundary conditions and input parameters. A one-dimensional model was considered for the river and shallow lake system. The system was assumed to be well-mixed laterally and vertically. The transport and kinetics of biochemical oxygen demand and dissolved oxygen (BOD-DO) dynamics of the study area were characterized in WASP’s eutrophication module (EUTRO). EUTRO can simulate the dynamics of up to four systems including dissolved oxygen balance, the nitrogen cycle, phosphorus cycle, and phytoplankton kinetics.

The BOD-DO dynamics selected in EUTRO represents the basic complexity (complexity 1) of processes and kinetics involved in the dissolved oxygen balance. The main processes (see Equations (1)–(3) below) involved in the WASP’s complexity 1 are atmospheric reaeration as a source of dissolved oxygen (DO) and as sinks, the total oxidation, and settling of oxidizable organic material and SOD. This low level of complexity (a slightly modified form of Streeter-Phelps) was selected to allow reasonable estimation of SOD through model calibration, by driving the model with a verified streamflow transport and constraining all other processes [31]. The total biochemical oxygen demand (TBOD), which represents oxidation of organic matter, is the main kinetic reaction for oxygen demanding materials in the water column. The particulate fraction of biologically oxidizable organic material gets settled out and is deposited in the sediments under low flow conditions. The deposition sometimes influences benthic sediment oxygen demand. In EUTRO, SOD is described for water column segments and seasonal changes are determined by the temperature coefficient [31].

where;

\[
\frac{d(TBOD)}{dt} = TBOD_{in} - k_d \theta_d T^{-20} TBOD - \frac{\nu_{s3}}{D} (1 - f_{D3}) TBOD,
\]

(1)

\[
\frac{d(DO)}{dt} = +k_2 \theta_2 T^{-20} (DO_s - DO) - k_d \theta_d T^{-20} TBOD - \frac{SOD_T}{D},
\]

(2)

\[
SOD_T = SOD_{20} \theta T^{-20}.
\]

(3)

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d(TBOD)}{dt} &= \text{Rate of change of the concentration of oxygen required to mineralize organic matter in mg/L/day. This is corrected before comparison with field BOD}_5 \text{ data} \\
TBOD_{in} &= \text{Oxygen demand due to the oxidation of newly produced organic matter per day, mg/L/day} \\
k_d &= \text{Deoxygenation rate at 20 °C, 1/day} \\
T &= \text{Water temperature, °C} \\
\theta_d &= \text{Temperature coefficient} \\
d(DO)/dt &= \text{Rate of change of dissolved oxygen concentration, mg/L/day} \\
\theta_2 &= \text{Temperature coefficient} \\
DO &= \text{Dissolved oxygen concentration, mg/L} \\
TBOD &= \text{Total Biochemical oxygen demand in mg/L} \\
\nu_{s3} &= \text{Organic matter settling velocity, m/day} \\
D &= \text{Average segment depth, m} \\
f_{D3} &= \text{Fraction dissolved TBOD} \\
k_2 &= \text{Reaeration rate at 20 °C, 1/day} \\
DO_{5} &= \text{DO solubility at temperature T, mg/L} \\
SOD_T &= \text{Sediment oxygen demand rate at T, g/m²/day} \\
\theta &= \text{Temperature coefficient}
\end{align*}
\]

2.3. Advection Transport

The river network within the study area was modeled using WASP’s dynamic stream transport module. Dynamic flow in the model is calculated using kinematic wave flow routing, ponded weir
overflow, or backwater flow equations. The module requires river segments and flow information. Segment characteristics including lengths, widths, and depths for average flow conditions, as well as bottom slopes and Manning friction coefficients, are used to define the hydraulics of the system. Flow pathways and inflow time functions for the main channel and tributaries are used to define the river network and boundary conditions. Within the river, flow is established by upstream or tributary inflow boundary conditions. As the flow moves downstream, bottom slope and channel roughness control discharge variation.

The riverine section of the network was modeled as free flowing using the kinematic wave flow routine of the dynamic stream transport module. In WASP (Athens, GA, USA), this routine calculates flow wave propagation, which results in varying depths, volumes, flows, and velocities for the network. Flow is estimated by solving the one-dimensional continuity and momentum equations. River segments between the confluence with Loon Creek and the Qu’Appelle lakes were characterized as backwater flow while the four lakes were represented as ponded segments with weir overflow. WASP 7.52 (Athens, GA, USA) allows up to 25 segments for ponds. River segments upstream of the Loon Creek confluence were characterized as one-dimensional kinematic wave flow.

A calibrated and validated HEC-RAS model (Davis, CA, USA) was used to generate hydraulic parameters used as inputs for the dynamic flow routines in WASP (Athens, GA, USA). HEC-RAS (Davis, CA, USA) performs up to two-dimensional steady and unsteady flow hydraulic calculations for full network of natural and constructed channels [36]. HEC-RAS (Davis, CA, USA) river and lake cross-sections were generated from a 2013 digital elevation model (DEM), river depth survey and lake bathymetry survey of the site. The river network was discretized using an interval of 700 m in the riverine section and up to 2800 m in the lakes. This resulted in 175 one-dimensional horizontal water columns in WASP (Athens, GA, USA). Hydrodynamic parameters generated in HEC-RAS (Davis, CA, USA) included the depth exponent and multipliers, segment widths, and average depths. For the free-flow segments, the depth multiplier was taken as the cross-sectional average segment depth under average flow condition. In WASP (Athens, GA, USA), depth exponent controls channel shape. A depth exponent value of 0.3, representing an irregular cross-section was selected for these segments. Together with segment widths, slopes, and roughness factors, these depths are used to estimate segment depths during simulations. In the same vein, depth multipliers for backwater flow segments and ponded segments were taken as the cross-sectional average segment depth. Continuity is maintained when calculating the total segment depth for the ponded segments, while both continuity and momentum equations are used for the backwater depth calculation [37].

2.4. Initial Condition

Initial water quality concentrations in the model were estimated from closest long-term water quality monitoring stations by interpolating between two conjunctive stations. These included DO and TBOD concentrations for each segment, representing the concentrations at the beginning of the simulation. In situ river and lake DO measurements were undertaken using the sonde instrument.

TBOD was estimated from available BOD₅ data using the classic ultimate BOD equation with a deoxygenation rate of 0.2/day [38]. This rate was selected based on similar studies at nearby catchments and reported values which ranged from 0.1/day to 0.2/day [32,38].

2.5. Boundary Condition

Water quality, river flow, and temperature data for the period 2013 to 2015 were used as model forcings. The closest long-term water quality and river flow station (at Lumsden) downstream of the Wascana Creek and Qu’Appelle River junction was used to define the upstream boundary conditions. Water-quality and flow data on major creeks, including Last Mountain, Loon, and Jumping Deer creeks were used to represent contributions from these tributaries. Flow data for tributaries with either short time series of data or no data were estimated using a continuity equation involving nearest upstream and downstream streamflow stations.
Ice-covers influence reaeration rates during winter months in northern climates. Atmospheric oxygen transfer to the open water surface is blocked as a result of the ice-cover. To account for the effect of ice-cover on reaeration in WASP (Athens, GA, USA), a time function value of ice cover (XICECVR = 1-ice in WASP) fractions is used to multiply a reaeration rate constant. The value represents the ratio of open water surface to ice cover. A value of 1 indicates open surface condition whereas a value of 0 represents ice-covered conditions. In the study area, an ice cover value of 1 was used to represent freeze-up conditions (November to March) and 0 for open-water conditions (April to November) [31].

2.6. Calibration and Validation

The model hydrodynamics, water quality, and SOD rates were all calibrated and validated. SOD rate calibration involved successive parameter space iterations within reasonable ranges of reported values. Parameter values that gave the best curve fitting with field water quality data were selected as optimum parameters. A model run with these values was then compared with a different set of field data to validate the model. Model performance and errors were then estimated using mean error (ME) and mean absolute error (MAE) model evaluation statistics.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Model Calibration and Validation

The HEC-RAS (Davis, CA, USA) hydrodynamic model calibration was completed for the periods 2013 to 2014 and validation was conducted from 2014 to 2015. Model calibration involved successive iterations of selected Manning’s coefficient values, flow, and seasonal factors within reported ranges [36]. Calibrated Manning’s n values ranged from 0.022 to 0.025 for the riverine segments of the study site and 0.025 to 0.05 for river banks, flood plains, and lakes. Figure 4 shows the longitudinal profile of model calibration results for the river and lakes.

Optimum temporal and spatial SOD rates and temperature correction coefficient values for each segment were calibrated and verified for the periods 1 May 2013 to 30 April 2014 and 1 May 2014 to 30 April 2015 to cover one full summer (May–October) and one full winter (November–April) season in WASP (Athens, GA, USA). Reported SOD rates and temperature correction coefficients for the river and lake systems were varied successively within their reasonable ranges using the Dynamically Dimensioned Search (DDS) algorithm [39] of OSTRICH software (Boston, MA, USA). Optimum rates and coefficients were selected based on how well simulated DO levels matched observed DO levels. The best-fit curves for long-term stations along the river are as shown in Figure 5. Model bias and

![Figure 4. Longitudinal profile showing modeled surface water elevation (blue line), observed stage (red diamond square), and river thalweg (black line).](image-url)
average prediction errors are shown in Table 1. Mean error (ME) measures the model bias, while mean absolute error (MAE) measures its predictive power. A value of zero ME is usually desired and less than 1.5 mg/L acceptable for variable (DO) prediction. Generally, predicted DO levels were in close agreement with sampled DO at Lumsden, Craven, upstream of Pasqua, and the lakes, but fair agreement was observed for Highway 6. Specifically, the model overpredicted the sampled low DO, especially during the summer season for Highway 6. As the low DO concentration was sampled during periods of high flow (summer time), it is plausible that high levels of diffused loadings from catchments draining into these sites could be occurring. As in-stream sampling data for loading was sparse, this process could not be well represented in the model. Another contributing factor could be the low frequency of DO and temperature observation readings. The model uses a daily time step while sampling was undertaken, monthly, on average. The model, thus, interpolates between the monthly values during the simulation and in so doing, could miss the low DO values.

Figure 5. Simulated and sampled dissolved oxygen for the calibration and validation periods: the left and right vertical axes represent dissolved oxygen and reaeration coefficient, respectively; from the upstream of the study area, (a) Lumsden; (b) Craven; (c) Highway 6; (d) upstream of Pasqua Lake; and (e) Pasqua lake.
Table 1. Model bias and prediction error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gauge Station</th>
<th>Mean Error</th>
<th>Mean Absolute Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lumsden</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craven</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway 6</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream of Pasqua</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasqua</td>
<td>−0.62</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Spatial and Seasonal Variation of Sediment Oxygen Demand

Generally, the estimated areal sediment flux at 20 °C ranged from 0.79 to 2.2 g/m²/day across the river-lake system (Table 2). These rates are within reported ranges for rivers and lakes [15,19,20,40,41]. A SOD$_{20}$ rate of 1.9 and 1.7 g/m²/day were estimated for reaches 1 and 2 (over two-fold increase compared to reach 3). Studies by [42] showed a SOD rate range of 0.17 to 0.33 g/m²/day for the Athabasca River. The authors observed a downward gradient of SOD rate from sites downstream of pulp mill and municipal effluent discharge points. Reaches 1 and 2 form the upstream part of the riverine section of the study site. Algae bloom, siltation, and nutrient export from agricultural land are common phenomena for this part of the study area [43]. Urban effluents from Regina and Moose Jaw are conveyed through this stretch of the river and eventually to the chained lakes. This stretch of the river could be experiencing increased benthic decomposition of settled organic matter from effluent and dead algae. Oxygen is usually consumed faster than it is supplied for locations immediately downstream of point discharges through the oxidation of reduced substances. The SOD$_{20}$ rate, however, decreases as the effluent travels downstream through reaches 3 and 4 (0.79 and 0.98 g/m²/day) with organic matter mineralization, effluent stabilization, and increasing atmospheric reaeration. Background SOD values, however, influence these amounts [44–46]. Steep bank, deep morphology, low velocity, and large sediment surface area may have contributed to the SOD$_{20}$ rate in the lakes [47]. The steep slopes enhance diffuse organic material loadings (from leaves and plant branches), especially during the summer.

Seasonally, across the system (river and lake), the actual model SOD rates during the simulation period increased steadily after ice-breakup and peaked in the summer but leveling off in the winter (Figure 6). The riverine winter modeled SOD rates ranged from 0.30 to 0.94 g/m²/day. In the lakes, winter SOD rates ranged from 0.83 to 0.95 g/m²/day. In the study by [48], SOD rates for 11 eutrophic ice-covered lakes in Alberta ranged from 0.243 to 0.848 g/m²/day. The higher estimated SOD rates for the Qu’Appelle Lakes may be due to their hypereutrophic nature. The lakes’ SOD rates increased three-fold in the summer compared to the winter and likewise, the river SOD rates increased by a factor of 3. Breakup and summer rainfall often lead to large deposition of sand, debris and allochthonous organic material especially in pool and riffle areas [49]. Hypolimnetic oxygen consumption thus increases as organic matter settles and are oxidized several days after such events.

Table 2. Calculated Model Segment SOD rates and temperature correction coefficient.$^{1}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River Reach/Lake</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Optimum SOD (g/m²/Day) at 20 °C</th>
<th>Reported SOD Range</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reach 1</td>
<td>Wascana-QR confluence to Lumsden</td>
<td>1.90 (0.1–5.3) (SOD)</td>
<td>(1.04–1.13) (Temp. coefficient)</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach 2</td>
<td>Lumsden to Craven</td>
<td>1.70 (0.1–5.3)</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach 3</td>
<td>Craven to Highway 6</td>
<td>0.79 (0.1–5.3)</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach 4</td>
<td>Highway 6 to Qu’Appelle below Loon Creek</td>
<td>0.98 (0.1–5.3)</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakes</td>
<td>Pasqua, Echo Mission, Katepwa lakes</td>
<td>2.20 (0.7–8.4)</td>
<td>[41]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $^1$ The model was calibrated to an optimum temperature coefficient of 1.05 for all reaches and lakes; $^2$ The reported range represents SOD measurements between 19 and 25 °C for six Eastern Michigan river stations; $^3$ Oxygen mass balance for lakes.
The zero-order model adopted to estimate the SOD rates in this study is not expected to predict the absolute values of SOD for the river and lakes due to limitations including the mechanism to capture how sediment organic matter converts to sediment oxygen demand [52]. Increasing the model complexity may improve the model results but this has to be accompanied by relevant observations [33] in order to reduce model uncertainties. In situ SOD measurements may be required in the river reaches and lake in the future to further verify the modeled results. Despite these shortcomings, the results are deemed reasonable for water quality modeling purposes of the complex river system in the absence of measured SOD data. The approach adopted in this study is also better than just selecting literature values to run water quality models.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the SOD rates for a chained river-lake system have been estimated through the calibration of a slightly modified Streeter-Phelps BOD-DO water quality model. Due to the high sampling expenditure, routine sampling of SOD rates are often rare and little is known about the trend in a complex system like a chained river-lake system. River-lake transport and reaeration which influences SOD estimations were calibrated and constrained, respectively. Study results show that SOD\textsubscript{20} rates gradually decreased from 1.9 to 0.79 g/m\textsuperscript{2}/day in the riverine section of the system as urban effluent traveled through the river; meanwhile, a SOD\textsubscript{20} rate of 2.2 g/m\textsuperscript{2}/day was observed in the lakes. Seasonally, modeled SOD rate increased three-fold in the lakes and the river, respectively, in summer as compared to winter periods. The estimated SOD rates are within reported values of similar studies for rivers and lakes [15,19,20,40–42,48]. A downward gradient of SOD was observed in the riverine section of the study site. This trend is attributed to a plausible increase in organic matter decomposition at reaches 1 and 2 and mineralization, effluent stabilization, and increased reaeration in reaches 3 and 4. Studies by [42] for an ice-covered river reported increases in SOD rates for sites immediately downstream of effluent discharge points. Most ice-covered rivers in the world exhibit a linear relationship between oxygen depletion and river distance [51]. The lakes in the study site are shallow. Large sediment surface area, steep banks, and morphology may have contributed to the highly-estimated SOD rate in the lakes. The study by [48] attributed estimated SOD rates for ice-covered lakes in Alberta to a high lake productivity.

Increased bacterial activities in the sediments during the summer and sediment resuspension as a result of high flows may have contributed to the observed higher summer SOD rates in both rivers and lakes.

The zero-order model adopted to estimate the SOD rates in this study is not expected to predict the absolute values of SOD for the river and lakes due to limitations including the mechanism to capture how sediment organic matter converts to sediment oxygen demand [52]. Increasing the model complexity may improve the model results but this has to be accompanied by relevant observations [33] in order to reduce model uncertainties. In situ SOD measurements may be required in the river reaches and lake in the future to further verify the modeled results. Despite these shortcomings, the results are deemed reasonable for water quality modeling purposes of the complex river system in the absence of measured SOD data. The approach adopted in this study is also better than just selecting literature values to run water quality models.
The results of the study provide insights into the SOD rates and seasonal trends, especially for northern rivers.
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